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PARALLEL AXIS MANUAL SQUEEZE CHUTE
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Effortless parallel squeeze action draws sides inward and forward while keeping your livestock centered and balanced.
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Grease zerts on all heavy hinge collars
Both sides can be opened from the working side for sorting or animal access
Each side is equipped with four side access panels which swing down and out of the way for clear, unobstructed access
All closed-in panels are caulked to minimize noise.
With two lower access doors on each side of the squeeze you have greater control over animal access. Lower access doors
swing up and lock securely out of your way.
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All latches and controls can be easily operated, even while wearing mitts.
Headgate handle is mounted on the outside frame to provide a faster response as well as keeping the operator safely out
of the headgate opening
Neck Injection door. If the optional neck extender is added this door provides access for shoulder branding.
Superior quality 3/8” double braided nylon ropes on nylon wheels for years of smooth, trouble free operation.
Side pockets offer a safe and secure location to slide a back-up bar
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zone. A built-in counterweight makes it easier to lift the tailgate.
The only parallel axis squeeze on the market with tapered sides
100% extra heavy duty steel construction
The heavy duty squeeze platform will accept most standard load bars.
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PARALLEL AXIS MANUAL SQUEEZE CHUTE
To reduce bruising the headgate is 1
mounted to the squeeze body with
shock absorbing spring bolts. 1

6 Independent stanchion latches. One
1
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Extra heavy duty timing chain for a 2
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long smooth operation
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Auto-catch position is set quickly and
simply with limiter chain
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Quick adjust plungers on the top 4
and bottom of the headgate make
it possible to adjust the headgate
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The opening can be set between 5”
and 11 inches.

handle releases the headgate either
outward or inward, but never both. No
risk of hip-lock with 180° swing
Pull headgate release toward the
back of the squeeze to swing the
headgate 90° into the squeeze.
Push headgate release toward
the front of the squeeze to swing
headgate 90° out from the squeeze
7 Safety guards protect the headgate

latch from being released by livestock
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8 Rope Dally cleats
9 Chain Latch

The 5

Bottleneck stanchion design.
bottom verticals of the stanchion are
straight to eliminate the choking. The
upper verticals bottleneck in at 48”
height to minimize livestock head
movement
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10 Pigtail chain retainers
11 Grease zerts on all hinge collars
12 The headgate is sheeted to protect

livestock

1. headgates sold in the US do not come with springs installed.
Parallel Axis Squeeze
With Auto HeadGate
Outside Length

Auto Squeeze Headgate
108”

Outside Height

76.5”

Inside Length

96”

Inside Height: Clear

68”

Outside Height

85”

Outside Width - Handles

50”

Inside Clearance

72.5”

Outside Width - Frame

39”

Base Width

40”

Mounting Bolts -Centers

36”

Outside Width

58”

Stanchion Adjustments - Top

3

Stanchion Adjustments - Bottom

3

Inside Width
Weight
Item Number

32” to 12”
1,697 lbs
1550

Weight

295 lbs

Item Number

100

The Parallel Axis Squeeze Chute is also available with a neck restraint (Item 1551). The addition of the neck restraint will
optimize access and control for neck injections. With the neck extender in place one can use the neck injection door to deliver
shoulder brands. The neck extender is not recommended for those handling horned livestock. With the neck extender in place
the headgate will swing in to a maximum opening width of 18”. The neck extender can be simply removed at any time.
Parallel Axis Squeeze With Auto
Headgate and Neck Restraint

Auto Squeeze Headgate
with Neck Restraint

Outside Length

120”

Outside Height

Inside Length

96”

Inside Height: Clear

68”

Outside Height

85”

Outside Width - Handles

50”

Inside Clearance

72.5”

Outside Width - Frame

76.5”

41”

Base Width

40”

Mounting Bolts -Centers

Outside Width

58”

Stanchion Adjustments - Top

3

Stanchion Adjustments - Bottom

3

Inside Width
Weight
Item Number

32” to 12”
1,870 lbs
1551

Weight
Item Number

36”

469 lbs
106

